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Modeling Method for Leveraging Data Quality
in Healthcare Big Data
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Abstract: An accurate diagnosis of the healthcare-based Big
Data will always demand a significant level of quality in its input
data itself, which is a serious level of concern in the area of
healthcare analytics. Review of existing approaches shows that
there has been various learning-based approaches being used for
disease diagnosis which often ignores various issues viz. data
aggregation, presence of error prone data, accuracy etc.
Therefore, this paper presents a novel framework which offers
cost effective modeling of the aggregation process of
healthcare-big data followed by facilitating solution towards
identifying and rectifying all the positions within a database
system where there are presence of an error. The proposed system
offer a mechanism where the error-prone data has been identified
and substituted with data of better quality in order to offer better
analytical outcomes. The study offers a strong baseline in order to
leverage the data quality in healthcare big data.
Keywords: Analytics, Big Data, Data Aggregation, Error,
Healthcare, Medical Data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The digitization of processes involved into healthcare
industry leads to generation of data from various sub-systems
of the healthcare. Taking a scenario of modern hospital, when
a patient approach to the hospital either first time or repeat
consultation, their details including personal and health
related are updated into the digital patient record system.
When the registered patient assigned to the respect medical
professional, they update the patient dieses or illness history
in the Electronic patient history module. Further, the patient
is directed for procedure or radiologist, there also the results
of different test are maintained digitally. The digital data
stored in the various stages of patient care keep growing over
period of time as for many reasons for future analysis the data
need to kept in reposit for long period of time that are used for
artificial intelligent based predictions or recommendations.
This leads to grow the size of the medical data in various
forms of text; images etc. and comply the one of the
characteristics of the BigData called volume. The
voluminous data require mechanism of distributed file
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system on the cluster of computers [1-4]. The popular
adoptability is setting up cluster on a cloud now days.
Another important aspect for the knowledge discovery
paradigm on digital medical records is handling its
heterogeneity as these records poses the formats of
structured, semi-structured and unstructured that are
generated in the forms of sensory data, text record data, and
various radiological data. These heterogeneities of medical
data are correlated with another characteristic of big data
called variety.
At present, there are various challenges associated with the
medical big data analysis. The first challenge associated with
it is the need of a process that can ensure an effective cleaning
of the data in order to retain informative contents within it.
This represents that cleaning is an essential operation
association with data quality which can also improve the
accuracy directly. The next challenging factor is related to the
storage problems. Usually, medical big data are higher in size
as well as in dimension and it significantly occupies more
space. Raw storage of data will lead to significant
dependency of resources in order to carry out query
processing, which will be always time consuming and may
not be accurate. Hence, it is preferred to store the data in
analyzed form so that faster query processing can be
supported along with lesser time consumption. This will give
rise to another challenge which is related to query processing.
A better form of query processing demands a good indexing
policy as well as meta-data management. Various conceptual
practices e.g. semantics and ontology can also be utilized in
order to improve the method of inference [5]. The next
challenging part is to offer a significant level of accuracy in
the prediction process. This is quite a challenging task
The distribution and collaborations of various units of
medical establishments due the global compulsion of medical
industry exhibits the flow of medical-BD (Medical Bigdata)
that induces another important characteristic of the Big Data
namely velocity. Once these characteristics are added
together then obviously the data introduces uncertainty into it
that finally leads to very special characteristics of BigData
into medical-BD as veracity. Therefore, the mechanism of
knowledge discovery and analytics for medical-BD requires
a suitable and efficient framework. This paper introduces
such distributed framework architecture that is capable of
analyzing medical big data using cost effective solution. The
core idea of this paper is to offer significant level of data
quality [6-9]. The organization of this paper is as follow: The
Section II describes the review of literature for the related
work while highlight of research problem is presented in
Section III.
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Section IV discusses about research methodology while
algorithm implementation is discussed in Section V. Result
Analysis is carried out in Section VI while conclusive
remarks are written in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
This section is a continuation of the review work
discussion in our prior work [10]. The most recent work
carried out by Alkouz et al. [11] have developed a model that
is capable of performing forecasting of the disease on the
basis of social network platforms. The study makes use of the
linear regression model over the data for improving the
prediction performance. The work carried out by Kumar and
Singh [12] has discussed about the different aspects of
healthcare based big data with respect to the database. Study
toward mining-based implementation has been carried out by
Sun et al. [13] which deals with the knowledge discovery
process associated with eth chronic disease over
heterogeneous network. Zayood et al. [14] have presented a
probabilistic learning approach towards medical big data
where the technique deals with a unique learning process.
The technique makes use of the log files in order to offer
inference towards the mined data right from the workflow.
The work carried out by Yu et al. [15] have discussed
about the significance of the learning mechanism applied
over medical big data. According to the study, it says that
irrespective of challenges associated with the deep learning
mechanism, it is still the best solution. Nearly, similar
category of the review work has also being carried out by Ye
et al. [16] which also concludes that adoption of artificial
intelligence is one of the best option for analysis of disease
condition from medical data. A unique implementation of the
medical data has been also reported to be used in preserving
privacy factor associated with it. The author Yang et al. [17]
has used homomorphic encryption approach in order to
perform extraction of the factors that are demanded for
training purpose. The study also makes use of bloom filter for
performing the prediction operation.
Study towards
formulating an analytical approach was presented by Jindal et
al. [18] where a clustering process has been carried out
towards medical data while fuzzy logic is applied for
improving the classification performance. Significance of
analytical approach was also presented by Wu et al. [19]
where the study has been carried out by incorporating
omic-data to perform analysis of medical data. The study has
presented different modeling approach along with their
essential functionalities. Adoption of hierarchical mining of
patterns of data is seen in the work of Shah et al. [20] where
the emphasis is offered towards contextual data. The authors
have used association rule with cross level as well as heavy
hilters of hierarchical form for pattern mining. The idea of
this implementation is to explore the similarity factors
occurring between the items.
Another unique study towards pattern identification in
healthcare analytics has been carried out by Yassine et al.
[21]. The authors have used frequent pattern mining approach
along with applying clustering operation where the
prominent idea is to analyze the energy patterns associated
with the appliance level. Shakhgeldyan et al. [22] have
discussed about the importance of statistical data and its
individual processing level in healthcare sector. The works of
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Hossain and Muhammad [23] have presented an integrated
use of features associated with voice based big data for
assessing the presence of pathology. The study also
implements learning approach of Gaussian mixture model,
extreme learning, and support vector machine for performing
an effective classification. Huda et al. [24] have presented a
mechanism that can perform selection of an effective feature
in order to perform diagnosis of critical brain disease. The
prime aim of the work is mainly to perform faster analysis in
presence of unstable clinical data where the wrapper filter is
utilized in order to carry out feature selection. The work of
Yang et al. [25] have presented a mechanism of self-learning
that is capable of updating the knowledge model as per the
data stream in order to carry of diagnosis. The study has also
implemented semantics in order to facilitate better inference
of the disease identified. Ho et al. [26] have developed a
scheme where the data associated with air pollution has been
used for offering event-based alert. Another work carried out
by Forkan et al. [27] has presented contextual based tracking
system for the patient over the cloud environment.
The authors, Kuo et al [28] has designed a framework for
the analysis of the real-time health care related Big Data by
using a high performance multi-core cluster of the computers
to handle hospital records of large dimension through a
custom warehouse system. The critical customization
emphasis on the changes in the indexing aspect and typical
configuration of traditional big Data management tool of
HBASE The framework basically handles the storage aspects
and its fault-tolerance by maintaining a provision of
replications and limited query options which is optimized
through additional layer configuration with an objective of
the patient data migration to the traditional HBASE with
patient detail denotification. This approach of the framework
does not really handle the distribution health care data
integration and handling the unstructured data handling
capacity which limits its applicability in the analytics
capacity. In health care industry the data size is continuously
growing and the existing data management tool integration
architecture is not adequate for the real-time processing that
limits its use for the critical cases. In the work of Benhlima et
al. [29] steam as well as the batch processing-based
architecture is proposed that ensures reliability for the alter
generation in critical cases but the work is an optimization in
the existing tools like mango-DB and Spark to customize fast
search process which does make the work qualify a desired
fame work.
The adoption of machine learning is an obvious option for
the analytics development but the challenges for developing
machine learning models for the health care related big data
are distinguished. In this direction, B. Xu et al. [30] proposes
an framework to the purpose of the analysis of the data from
the distributed sources using machine learning but the aspects
of the data purity as veracity factor is not considered.
Therefore, it can be seen that there are various approaches
in existing times that emphasizes over performing analysis of
the healthcare big data. There are various approaches
addressed in existing work that target different set of
problems which are mainly associated with either
classification or prediction.
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Learning-based approaches are found to be dominant in
existing practices towards analytical operation. The next
section discusses the research problem identified after this
review.

to analytical operation. Existing studies has no
consideration about the existence of such form of errors
which significant affect the accuracy of analysis.
All the above mentioned research problems are identified
and addressed in proposed solution discussed in next section.

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM
There are various issues associated with the big data
problems especially when it related to the healthcare sector.
This section discusses about the research problems that has
been identified after reviewing the existing approaches and is
considered to be addressed in current study. Following are
the identified research problems:
• Low emphasis on data aggregation: With the adoption of
distributed enterprises all over for speeding up the
process in application, it is essential to manage such
higher scale of different variants of data. The present
work directly takes the database and start analyzing it
without even mapping the distributed method of data
generation from various terminals of source of data
origination point. If the distributed data are not
aggregated in one place, it is nearly impossible to
execute cost effective analytical operation on the top of
it. It will save lot of time and conserve various resources
in order to perform processing and analysis of data.
Moreover, the data generated in distributed manner are
high unstructured and cannot be directly subjected for
analysis.
• Less focus on source of error: There are various reasons of
incorporation of error over the data. The first possibility
could be human-related error while the second
possibility could be use of flawed system which captures
the streamed data. Even if these errors are rectified, the
third possibility will be network-related error especially
the application is hosted over wireless network. Until
and unless these possibilities are not considered in
modeling a better form of data quality cannot be ensured
which is highly demanded in the area of healthcare
sector.
• Lack of in-depth review on data: Every data which is
sourced from the healthcare unit has various information
fed within it. However, not all the data are essential for
catering up a specific query system. It all depends upon
what kind of knowledge is required to be mined. Even if
all data are not essential, it is really mandatory that data
should be 100% complete in its own form. It will mean
that all the cells must be filled with logical value
associated with the electronic health record. Therefore,
before carrying out data analysis, this charecteristics of
the significance of data is required to be considered,
which is not found in any existing approaches.
• Reduced emphasis on accuracy: Essentially, the
information obtained from healthcare big data are used
for predictive analysis of any specific disease. Therefore,
accuracy is highly essential while performing prediction.
However, this accuracy at the last stage of prediction is
deeply affected if the data that are considered as an input
is not free from errors. Basically, errors will mean
difference between original forms of value added data
with the error-prone data. These errors are required to be
found from the massive input data before even subjected
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IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The proposed research work is carried out considering an
analytical model that is being framed up exclusively for
performing knowledge discovery related to healthcare sector.
For this purpose, a computational framework is designed for
storage and programming model virtually. The proposed
work contributes to construct a healthcare-based knowledge
repository system and development of search engine that also
enhances the capability of search optimization in diagnostic
data on the top of BigData. The initial part of the
implementation focuses on developing a virtual platform that
enables domain applications to access live streams of
healthcare data. A large number of streams of healthcare data
arriving continuously upon a data-center from hundreds and
thousands of clusters located in distributed manner can
swamp even the most robust clusters in cloud. In order to
support the historical data feeds, the framework is also
required to store data from feeds in a format easily
compatible in cloud environment. In order to store a
continuous feed along with queries from large numbers of
clusters requires highly scalable and efficient storage and
retrieval mechanisms. Therefore, the next part of
implementation focuses on developing a technique for
streaming data to cloud and store as universal format for
fulfilling the goal of the study. This also solves the problem
associated with processing healthcare big data. The
conceptual framework of proposed system introduces a
buckets (B) corresponding to the various different locations
of the medical-BD streaming Bn ={U1, U2, … Ui }, where i=n
and Ui is the ith healthcare establishments from where data is
generated and supposed to be streamed to the Analytical Unit
(AU) which is a centralized system as shown in the Figure 1.
U1

Un

U2
Analytics Engine

U3

Fig.1 Bucket distribution for healthcare units
The Data Analytics Unit AU is connected to the
Aggregation Center (AC) where all the data stream from the
various departments are aggregated i.e. D={D1, D2, D3, D4},
where D1=Pharmacy, D2=Laboratory, D3= Radiology, and
D4=Narrative are fetched into the respective data storage
name node-bucket as shown in the process architecture of the
framework in the Figure 2.
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It is to be noted that proposed system model considers one
direction of the traffic stream which is from the healthcare
sector to the cloud considering different forms of the data.
As the data will arrive from the network, there are fair
possibilities of various inconsistencies owing to

network-related errors. The process of data quality
enhancement is carried out over cloud.

Cloud Racks

Pharmacy

Laboratory

Radiology
Multi-dimensional Healthcare Big Data
Narrative
Fig.2 Data Stream and aggregation from different department process architecture of the framework
support the virtualized environment over the cloud interface
V. MODEL VALIDATION
as well as to offer better data availability for the user. The
next part of the proposed system is to offer data quality in
The initial model of the framework is design to setup a
order to address the problem where data could be possibly
distributed cluster of the nodes for the various department
corrupted during the transmission over the networks. For this
data fetching, in order to minimize the replication process,
purpose, the proposed system formulates another algorithm
the existing data-buckets are removed in case of initialization
which further carries out processing as well as improving the
of the new datastore creation after a data archival, by a
quality of the data. The steps of this algorithm are as follows:
custom function f(D) with all the contents, then depending
upon the number of functional department, the data bucket Algorithm for Data Processing & Data Quality
generates. The framework generates a synthetic data for the Input: HBD (healthcare big data)
healthcare sector as HBD, with the set-up record set as shown Output: Mfinal (matrix with quality data)
Start
below.
1. For D:1:Dmax
Algorithm for Synthetic Big Data Generation
2. Extract info→c1, c2, c3
Input: Ds :Size of the Data in GB
3. entries→card(info)
Output: HBD(healthcare big data)
4. M(entries)pos
Process
5. Mtestg(M)
Start
6. identify dimp→pos(Mtest)
1. HBD.IDf(Tf, P)
7. cell(dimp)→corr(sem(M))
2. for : each value of the One GD Data as N
8. Mfinalargmax((cell(dimp))
T1 : Token-1 : Token ID → Value-1
9. End
T2 : Token-2 : Token ID → Value-2
End
.
Tk : Token-k : Token ID → Value-k
The algorithm takes the input of HBD (healthcare big data)
TN : Token-N : Token ID → Value-N
which after processing leads to an outcome of M final (matrix
end
3. HBDwrite(T1,T2,..Tk,..TN)
The process module to generate the synthetic data HBD,
utilizes a custom function and takes target file (T f) and the
permission (P) to generate an ID of the HBD→Tf(Line-1), In
case of error in the HDB process held to chock condition. The
HBD is updated with a syntax of the data as : TN : Token-N :
Token ID → Value-N, (Line2-3)where N is the size in GB.
The generated HBD, maintains a temporary replication in the
reposition of datastore input. This is essential in order to
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with quality data). The algorithm considers all the respective
data within the HBD (Line-1) which is followed by all the
information row-wise in the input HBD. The study considers
that a single row considers three types of contents i.e. c 1, c2,
and c3 (Line-2), where c3 is considered as main information
that is associated with respective categories c1 while c2 acts as
a connecting bridge between c1 and c3.
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The algorithm than computes the cardinality card of this
information info and store them in another matrix called as
entries (Line-3). A new matrix is constructed which stores all
these entries with respect to their individual position
(Line-4). The next part of the algorithm executes a function
g(x) which randomly introduces errors within the matrix and
now the matrix is called as test matrix Mtest (Line-5). By
error, it will mean that certain information associated with c3
will be missing or will be intentionally rendered redundant.
The algorithm finds out the position pos of such entries from
Mtest matrix (Line-6). This information is now stored in
another matrix called as impure data matrix dimp (Line-6).
The algorithm then runs a correlation operation in order to
find the error prone value on its respect cell position with
other entries in super matrix M (Line-7). While performing
this operation, the algorithm executes a semantic-based
operation where the semantics of the words present in c 3 is
obtained. During the search for the best matched result, the
algorithm stops its search once it gets the best match. The
obtained value is then substituted to the final matrix Mfinal
(Line-8). Therefore, it can be seen that the proposed system
can successfully find the error factors that degrades the
quality of data and then can substitute them with quality data.
The next section discusses about the outcome obtained.
VI. RESULT ANALYSIS
The complete scripting of the proposed system is carried
out using MATLAB over normal windows machine. The
proposed implementation is carried out by reviewing
standard big data that is publically available [31]. The
evaluation of the outcome obtained is carried out on the basis
of three performance parameters i.e. time taken for
processing, accuracy obtained, and data quality obtained. The
analysis is carried out for 1000 simulation trials considering
10% of HBD, 50% of HBD, and 100% of HBD. The total size
of test HBD is 150 GB. The database consists of categorical
information which is fixed headers for all the entries and its
respective values. The increase of simulation round will
allow uneven and random traffic stream towards the
analytical engine to find the impact of dimension of data over
the performance parameter in order to map with real world
application.
A. Analysis of Processing Time
Processing time is calculated as overall time consumed for
successfully running the algorithm. Table 1 highlights the
numerical outcome of it to show that processing time
increases with increase with the size of data (HBD).
However, a closer look on this numerical trend will show that
differences of increment of processing time with all
consecutive iteration in seconds are quite low and
insignificant. Although, lower size of HBD shows faster
processing; however, they are not practical as big data will
always have massiveness in the size of the data. Therefore,
the outcome shows considerably less processing time for
proposed system.

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.010
0.012
0.013
0.015
0.018

Table.2 Analysis of Accuracy
Simulation
Trial
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

10% HBD
100
100
100
100
99
98
97
95
92
91

Accuracy (%)
50% HBD
100%
HBD
100
100
100
100
98
95
96
91
94
90
92
89
89
75
86
62
81
60
78
59

C. Analysis of Data Quality
For any analytical algorithm to be effective, it is necessary
that data should be of higher quality. Basically, quality data
in this case will mean a complete data where the algorithm
contributes to extract and substitute the error prone data with
new data. The matrix filled with new data can be referred to
as quality data. Table 3 highlights the numerical analysis of
data quality over various size of HBD.
Table.3 Analysis of Data Quality
Simulation
Trial
100

Time Consumed (s)
10% HBD 50% HBD 100% HBD
0.001
0.006
0.008
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0.010
0.011
0.012
0.016
0.018
0.021
0.021
0.024
0.026

B. Analysis of Accuracy
The proposed system basically computes the error which is
numerical difference between the clean data and unclean
data. Accuracy is derived from it for better representation of
the identification of the cell position which has error-prone
information. The logic of this analysis is that if the detection
of cell location can be carried out effectively than the system
will have more leverage towards fault identification followed
by replacement of error free data. The numerical outcome
shown in Table 2 highlights that accuracy is slightly affected
for complete size of test HBD whereas it is better when the
size reduces down. It is quite natural as with the increase of
data size, the extent of errors will be quite higher. However,
the effectiveness in accuracy of the proposed for full size of
data is 82.1% while that of half the size of data is 91.4%. The
outcome for smaller size of HBD is witnessed with 100% of
accuracy; however, this outcome is not considered as this size
is quite smaller in contrast to the higher proportion of the
data.

10% HBD

Table.1 Analysis of Processing Time
Simulation
Trial
100

0.008
0.009
0.010
0.011
0.015
0.018
0.019
0.021
0.022
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200
100
100
100
300
100
100
100
400
100
100
100
500
100
100
100
600
100
100
99
700
100
100
99
800
100
99
98
900
100
99
98
1000
100
99
98
The above outcome shows that proposed system offers
99.2% of data quality for complete data while it can offer
99.7% of data quality for 50% of HBD. It eventually means
that it can always maintain a better data quality.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a very unique and cost effective
solution towards addressing the problems associated with
data quality in healthcare sector. The contribution of the
proposed study are as follows: i) it supports data aggregation
process from different healthcare units which is necessary in
order to apply faster query processing, ii) the study applies
data analysis over aggregated data collected from distributed
sources and not over individual data, this save significant
time to carry out data analysis with higher probability of
accuracy. Hence, they are cost effective, iii) the model can
identify the position of error-prone data and can
automatically substituted the error data with computed data.
Therefore, the proposed operation carried out is meant for
involuntary identification of artifacts and rectifying them
unlike any existing system. Our next work will be focus
towards further optimizing the process with an inclusion of
new challenges in analyzing healthcare big data.
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